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Abstract: Thousands of lyrics are written in Tamil 
Language every year in various forms like film songs, 

advertisement jingles and pop songs, providing a 

platform to study various aspects of poetry and 

language. This paper deals with the co-occurrences of 

words in Tamil lyrics, i.e., frequently occurring word 

pairs. The co-occurrence data of words gives us 

interesting linguistic information about word similarity, 
frequently occurring rhyme pairs, similes, metaphors 

etc., aiding lyricists to come up with new comparisons 

and rhymes. It can also facilitate the usage of 

comparisons and rhymes which are rarely used. Hence 

this system can find use in automatic lyric or poem 

generation and computational creativity.  In this paper, 

Market Basket Analysis is used to study co-occurrences 

of words. A corpus of 1340 Tamil film lyrics is built 

from Paadal online lyric portal and co-occurrences of 

the forms (word1 →word2) and ((word1 

→word2)→word3) are extracted. This is done in three 

levels - those appearing in the same line, same stanza 

and same lyric. The Support and Lift values for the co-
occurrences are calculated using Market Basket 

Analysis. The Lift values of the co-occurrences aid us 

to extract valid co-occurrences. The valid ones among 

these co-occurrences are extracted using their Support 

and Lift values. 

 

Keywords: Market Basket, Tamil Lyrics, 
Computational Creativity, Automatic Lyric Generation. 

 

1.Introduction 
 

Tamil film lyrics have undergone many transitions 

since 1930s. Apart from film songs, there are a large 

number of pop songs and advertisement jingles leaving 
us with a huge corpus of lyrics to study for interesting 

information. Since all these lyrics are written with a 

particular situation in mind, rhymes, similes and 

metaphors are used extensively for elevating their 

poetic nature. This leads to many poetic structures 

getting frequently used. This paper studies the 

frequently co-occurring pairs of words in the forms 

(word1 →word2) and ((word1 →word2)→word3). 

These co-occurring word pairs are found out by 

employing Market Basket Analysis, an Analysis which 

brings out interesting association rules hidden in large 

data sets. For example, the following rule {Milk 

→Butter}. This rule recommends that the sale of milk 
and butter are positively co-related since many people 

who had bought milk have also bought butter 
suggesting that many customers buying milk may also 

buy butter. 

This paper explores the co-occurrences of Tamil words 

with respect to three aspects.     

1)  Co-occurrences within a line 

2)  Co-occurrences within a stanza and 

3) Co-occurrences within a lyric 
A lyric has multiple stanzas generally. Each stanza is in 

turn made up of multiple lines. A frequently occurring 

word pair may occur within a line or within a stanza. 

Since a huge corpus of lyrics with thousands of songs is 

considered for implementation, word pairs frequently 

occurring in the same lyric are also studied.  

Two forms of co-occurrences are studied in this work. 

1) (word1 →word2)  

2) ((word1 →word2)→word3) 

For example, நீல� (meaning blue) may occur with 

வான� (meaning sky) frequently. This is the first level 

of co-occurrence (நீல�→வான�). The word ேமக� 

(meaning cloud) may occur frequently with the co-

occurrence (நீல�→வான�). This is the second level 

of co-occurrence (நீல�→வான�)→ேமக�. 

 

2.  Literature Review 
 

Co-Occurrence statistics of words are used in a variety 

of applications like Parsing, finding Word 

Associations, Term clustering, Keyword Extraction, 
finding Word similarity, Word Sense Disambiguation 

and Stemming. Elliot Franco Drabek and Qiang Zhou 

improved the performance of their partial parser for 

Chinese using measures of word association derived 

from co-occurrence statistics along with POS 

sequences [1]. Word co-occurrences were used for 

keyword extraction from a single document without a 

corpus by Y. Matsuo and M. Ishizuka [2].  Christian 

Wartena, Roier Brussee and Wout Slakhorst also used 

word co-occurrences for Keyword Extraction [3]. Co-

occurrence distribution of words in the document and 

the corpus are defined and compared to extract 

keywords of the document. The keywords extracted 

this way take into account the semantic relations in the 

document unlike the term frequency, inverse document 

frequency (tf-idf) scheme. Anne Veling Peter van der 

Weerd [4] proposed the “Conceptual Grouping” 
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technique. The word co-occurrence network of a text 

database is designed and analyzed to find out the 

different meanings of a user query.  Saeed Momtazi 

et.al, presented a method [5] for the estimation of pair-

wise word similarities, based on their tendency to co-

occur in similar contexts for text clustering for sentence 

retrieval in question answering systems. In [6], 

Satyendr Singh and Tanveer Siddiqui used co-

occurrence statistics for word sense disambiguation. 

The conditional probability of words and phrases co-
occurring with each sense of an ambiguous word are 

studied in this method. A systematic exploration of the 

principal computational possibilities for formulating 

and validating representations of word meanings from 

word co-occurrence statistics was done by John A. 

Bullinaria and Joseph P. Levy [7]. Jinxi xu and W. 

Bruce Croft [8] proposed a method to modify or create 
a stemmer using corpus based word variant co-

occurrence satistics. The viability of this technique was 

demonstrated by the experimental results generated 

using English newspaper and legal text and Spanish 

text. 

 

3.  Experimental Setup 

 

A corpus of 1340 lyrics was constructed from the 

“Paadal” online Tamil lyric portal in the form of lyric 

objects [9]. The lyrics that are considered fall under 

different Bases, Moods and Styles [10]. The Base 

category has ten classes - Character, Festival, Nature, 
Philosophy, Relationship, Romance, Occasion, 

Spiritual, Patriotic, and Miscellaneous while the Mood 

category has six classes – Happy, Excited, Tender, 

Scared, Angry and Sad. The Style category has four 

classes – Traditional, Folk, Contemporary and Mixed.  

For example, 

மல�கேள மல�கேள இ� எ�ன கனவா 

மைலகேள மைலகேள இ� எ�ன நிைனவா 

உ�கியேத என�உ�ள� 

ெப�கியேத விழிெவ�ள� 

The lyric described above falls under Romance in Base, 

Tender in Mood and Traditional in Style categories. 

The following lyric falls under Patriotic Base, 

Excited Mood and Folk Style. 

தி��பா�சி அ�வாள தீ�� கி�! வாடா வாடா 

சி"க� த#த பி�ைளயி�% ெதாியைவ�ேபா� 

வாடா வாடா 

எ�! திைச ெதாற#தி� ' எ�! வ�( வாடா 

வாடா 

எ�டநி '� *ாியைன எ��+ெதா! வாடா வாடா  

Hence the lyrics taken for analysis form a versatile 

corpus. 

Java Programming Language was used for extracting 

unique words from the corpus, and applying Market 

Basket Analysis [11] [12], and for the extraction of 

valid co-occurrences of the forms (word1 →word2) and 

((word1 →word2)→word3). 

 

4.  Methodology 

 

The lyric corpus is considered as a set L with l1, l2…lnly 

as elements of set L denoting individual lyrics. 
    L = {l1, l2… lnly }                                   (1) 

Each lyric is considered as a collection of words. The 

stop words in each lyric l of L are removed to form the 

new set L’. 

          L’ = {l1’, l2’… lnly’}                                 (2) 

The set of unique words in the lyric corpus is extracted 

from L’ to form the set W which is given below. 
         W = {w1, w2, ... wnw}                               (3) 

where nw – number of unique words in the lyric corpus 

and  

w1, w2, w3 ... wnw - unique words in the lyric corpus. 

Then, the total number of lines (nli), stanzas (nst) and 

lyrics (nly) in the corpus are calculated. 

The notations for representing symbols are summarized 

in Table I. 

 

Table 1. Notations used 

 

Symbol Constituents Description 

L {l1, l2… lnly } The set of lyrics in 

the corpus. 

L’ {l1’, l2’… 

lnly’} 

The set of lyrics in 

the corpus with 

stop words 

removed. 

W {w1, w2, ... 

wnw} 

Set of unique 

words appearing in 

the lyric corpus. 

Nw  Number of unique 

words in the 

corpus 

Nli  Number of lines in 

the corpus 

Nst  Number of stanzas 

in the corpus 

Nly  Number of lyrics 

in the corpus 

CoOccurList-

1line 

 Valid co-

occurrences of the 

form (word1 

→word2) 

occurring in the 

same line. 

CoOccurList-

1stanza 

 Valid co-

occurrences of the 

form (word1 
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→word2) 

occurring in the 
same stanza. 

CoOccurList-

1lyric 

 Valid co-

occurrences of the 

form (word1 

→word2) 
occurring in the 

same lyric. 

CoOccurList-

2line 

 Valid co-

occurrences of the 

form ((word1 
→word2)→word3) 

occurring in the 

same line. 

CoOccurList-

2stanza 

 Valid co-

occurrences of the 

form ((word1 

→word2)→word3) 

occurring in the 

same stanza. 

CoOccurList-

2lyric 

 Valid co-

occurrences of the 

form ((word1 

→word2)→word3) 

occurring in the 

same lyric. 

 

1. For each x ∈ W, find the number of occurrences of x 

in the corpus and store it in List-1. List-1 consists of 

mappings of unique words from W with their number 

of occurrences in the lyrics corpus. 

2. For each x ∈ W, find the number of times x co-

occurs with y in the same line, when (y ∈ W) ∧ (y ≠ x). 

This data is stored in Listline. 

Listline consists of mappings of unique co-occurrences 

in the same line of the form x→y with their number of 

occurrences in the corpus where (x,y ∈ W) ∧ (y ≠ x). 

3. For each x ∈ W, find the number of times x co-

occurs with y in the same stanza, when (y ∈ W) ∧ (y ≠ 

x). This data is stored in Liststanza. 

Liststanza consists of mappings of unique co-occurrences 

in the same stanza of the form x→y with their number 

of occurrences in the corpus where (x,y ∈ W) ∧ (y ≠ x). 

4. For each x ∈ W, find the number of times x co-

occurs with y in the same lyric, when (y ∈ W) ∧ (y ≠ 

x). This data is stored in Listlyric. 

Listlyric consists of mappings of unique co-occurrences 

in the same lyric of the form x→y with their number of 

occurrences in the corpus where (x,y ∈ W) ∧ (y ≠ x). 

5. Find line-wise, stanza-wise and lyric-wise 

Support(x) where Wx∈  using the formulae 

Supportline(x)    = (Number of occurrences of x [from 

List-1 ]) /  nli                                   (4) 

Supportstanza(x) = (Number of occurrences of x [from 

List-1]) / nst                                    (5) 

Supportlyric (x)  = (Number of occurrences of x [from 

List-1]) / nly                                    (6) 

Find line-wise, stanza-wise and lyric-wise Supports for 

the co-occurrence x→y, where )≠()∈( xyWyx, ∧ , 

using the formulae 

Supportline (x→y)   =  (Number of occurrences of x→y [from Listline]) / nli                 

(7) 
Supportstanza(x→y) =  (Number of occurrences of x→y 

[from Liststanza]) / nst              (8) 

Supportlyric (x→y)   =  (Number of occurrences of x→y [from Listlyric]) / nly                

(9) 

6. Find line-wise, stanza-wise and lyric-wise 

Lift(x→y) where (x,y ∈ W) ∧ (y ≠ x). using the 
formulae 

         Liftline (x→y)      =   Supportline (x→y) / 

(Supportline(x) *    Supportline(y))                             (10) 

Liftstanza(x→y)    =  Supportstanza (x→y) /(Supportstanza(x) * 

Supportstanza(y))                       (11) 

      Liftlyric (x→y)     =  Supportlyric (x→y) /   (Supportlyric(x) * Supportlyric(y))                         

(12) 

 

7. If Liftline(x→y) > 1, then x→y is a frequent co-

occurrence in a line which is positively co-related. So, 

add x→y to a list named CoOccurList-1line. 

 Similarly, if Liftstanza(x→y) > 1, add x→y to a list 

named CoOccurList-1stanza. 

      If Liftlyric(x→y) > 1, add x→y to a list named 

CoOccurList-1lyric. 

8. For each (x→y) ∈ CoOccurList-1line, find the 

number of times (x→y) co-occurs with z in the same 

line where (x, y, z ∈ W) ∧ ( x ≠ y ≠ z). Store this data in 

List-2line. 

List-2line consists of mappings of unique co-occurrences 

in the same line of the form (x→y)→z where (x,y,z ∈ 

W) ∧ ( x ≠ y ≠ z).   

9. For each (x→y) ∈ CoOccurList-1stanza, find the 

number of times (x→y) co-occurs with z in the same 

stanza where (x, y, z ∈ W) ∧ ( x ≠ y ≠ z). Store this data 

in List-2stanza. 

List-2stanza consists of mappings of unique co-

occurrences in the same stanza of the form (x→y)→z 

where (x,y,z ∈ W) ∧ ( x ≠ y ≠ z).   

10. For each (x→y) ∈ CoOccurList-1lyric, find the 

number of times (x→y) co-occurs with z in the same 

lyric where (x, y, z ∈ W) ∧ (x ≠ y ≠ z). Store this data 

in List-2lyric. 
List-2lyric consists of mappings of unique co-

occurrences in the same lyric of the form (x→y)→z 

where (x,y,z ∈ W) ∧ ( x ≠ y ≠ z).   

11. Find line-wise, stanza-wise and lyric-wise Supports 

for the co-occurrence ((x→y)→z), where (x,y,z ∈ W) ∧ 
( x ≠ y ≠ z), using the formulae 

Supportline ((x→y)→z)    =   (Number of occurrences of (x→y)→z [from List-

2line]) / nli                               (13) 

Supportstanza ((x→y)→z) =   (Number of occurrences of 

(x→y)→z [from List-2stanza]) / nst                  (14) 
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Supportlyric ((x→y)→z)   =   (Number of occurrences of 

(x→y)→z [from List-2lyric]) / nly                              (15) 

12. Using the Support values of the co-occurrence 

(x→y) calculated in Step 6, z in Step 5 and 

((x→y)→z), in Step 12, calculate the Lift values for the 

co-occurrences of the form ((x→y)→z), where (x,y,z ∈ 

W) ∧ ( x ≠ y ≠ z).. 

The Lift values thus calculated are used to decide 

whether the co-occurrence ((x→y)→z) is a valid co-

occurrence or not. 

Lift-2line((x→y)→z)   =  Supportline((x→y)→z) / 

(Supportline(x→y)* Supportline(z))                   (16) 

Lift-2stanza((x→y)→z) =  Supportstanza((x→y)→z) / 

(Supportstanza(x→y) * Supportstanza(z))                (17) 

Lift-2lyric((x→y)→z)  =   Supportlyric((x→y)→z) / 

(Supportlyric(x→y) * Supportlyric(z))                  (18) 

13. If Lift-2line((x→y)→z) > 1, then (x→y)→z is a 

frequent co-occurrence in a line. So add (x→y)→z to a 

list named CoOccurList-2line. 

14. If Lift-2stanza((x→y)→z)>1, add (x→y)→z to a list 

named CoOccurList-2stanza. 

15. If Lift-2lyric((x→y)→z) > 1, add (x→y)→z to a list 

named CoOccurList-2lyric. 

 

5.  Results 

 

The implementation was carried out using the Java 

Programming language with a corpus of 1340 lyrics 

from the Paadal Tamil lyric portal. The numbers of 
total and valid co-occurrences of the form 

(word1→word2) in the three levels are given in Table 

2. 

Table 1. Number of total valid co-occurrences of the 

form word1-word2 

 

Category 
(word1→word2) 

Total Valid 

Line-wise 14739 6459 

Stanza-wise 71559 38122 

Lyric-wise 31096 15195 

 
The total number of co-occurrences of the form 

(word1→word2) in the same line was 14739 out of 

which 6459 were valid with a lift value greater than 1. 

The total count for Stanza-wise co-occurrences was 

71559 and the count of valid stanza-wise co-

occurrences was 38122. The Lyric-wise total and valid 
counts of the lyric-wise co-occurrences of the form 

(word1→word2) are 31096 and 15195 respectively.  

The number of Stanza-wise co-occurrences is the 

maximum followed by Lyric-wise and Line-wise co-

occurrences.  Fig. 1 shows the percentage of valid co-

occurrences of the form word1→word2. It can be 

observed that 40%-55% of the total co-occurrences of 

the form (word1→word2) are frequently used in Tamil 

lyrics.  

TABLE III gives the number of three word co -

occurrences at the three levels. 

The total number of line-wise co-occurrences of the 

form ((word1→word2)→word3) is 6360 out of which 

only 585 were valid. The total count for Stanza-wise 

co-occurrences was 38709 and the count of valid 

stanza-wise co-occurrences was 8535. The Lyric-wise 
total and valid counts of co-occurrences of the form 

((word1→word2)→word3) are 11868 and 2075 

respectively.  TABLE III lists the numbers of total and 

valid co-occurrences of the form 

((word1→word2)→word3).  

The percentage of valid co-occurrences is depicted in 

Fig. 2. It is observed that only about 10% to 20% of the 

total co-occurrences turn out to be valid. 

Fig. 3 compares the numbers of total and valid co- 

occurrences of both the forms - (word1→word2) and 

((word1→word2)→word3) 

 

Table 1. Number of total valid co-occurrences of the 

form word1-word2-word3 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Percentage of Valid co-occurrences of the 

form (word1→word2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Percentage of Valid co-occurrences of the 

form(word1→word2) →word3 

Category 

((word1→word2)→

word3) 

Total Valid 

Line-wise 6360 585 

Stanza-wise 38709 8535 

Lyric-wise 11868 2075 
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Figure 3. Numbers of co-occurrences of the forms 

(word1→word2) and (word1→word2) →word3in all 

three levels 

 

The number of two word co-occurrences is very high 
when compared to the number of three word ones. The 

percentage of valid three word co-occurrences is also 

much lesser than the percentage of valid two word 

ones.  

The top five two word and three word co-occurrences 

found out by the system have been tabulated in TABLE 
IV and TABLE V respectively.  
 

Table 1. Top five two-word co-occurrences 

 

 (word1→word2) 

Line-wise Stanza-wise Lyric-wise 

வான� -  �மி 
காத
 -  

ெநசி
 

க�க� -  

பா��� 

�த
 -  

�ைற 
�த
 -  காத
 

காத
 -  

��த� 

க�க� -  

ெர��� 

இ��� -  

ெகாச� 

கா�� -  

மைழ 

வாச� -  

 !� 

காத
 -  

�"க� 

க�ணி
 -  

நீ%� 

க�க� -  

&' 

ேநர� -  

பா��� 

�"கைள -  

வாச� 

 
Table 2. Top five three-word co-occurrences 

 

 ((word1→word2)→word3) 

Line-wise Stanza-wise Lyric-wise 

காத
 - தாேன 

– மா�ற� 

எ+த� - 

காத
 – 

ெசா
,� 

க�ேணா� - 

உ�ைன – 

காணாத 

க�க� - 

ெர��� – 

ேநர� - 

இ
ைல – 

உன� - 

ேபைர – 

உ�ைன காத
 ெசா
,� 

காத
 - க'த� 

– எ/தி 

காத
 - 

க�க� – 

இ
ைல 

மாறி - 

உ+த� – 

ைகக� 

காத
 - 

ெச0%� – 

ேநர� 

�த
 - �ைற 

– காத
 

க�ைண - 

1� – காத
 

காத
 - 

�������� 

– 

�������� 

����� - 
���� – 

����� 

����� - 

�����–

�������

� 

 

6.  Conclusion 
 

Apart from film songs, there are a large number of pop 

songs and advertisement jingles leaving us with a huge 
corpus of lyrics to study for useful information. Since 

all these lyrics are written with a particular situation in 

mind, rhymes, similes and metaphors are used 

extensively for elevating their poetic nature. This leads 

to many poetic structures getting frequently used. The 

study of word co-occurrences has been used for 

keyword extraction and for systems involving the 

semantics of words. In the proposed work, word co-

occurrences of two forms – (word1→word2) and 

((word1→word2)→word3)in Tamil Lyrics have been 

studied using Market Basket Analysis. This work also 

considers various levels of co-occurrences which are 
Line-wise, Stanza-wise and Lyric-wise. Thus, poetic 

relations between various entities and also the 

frequently occurring rhyme pairs, metaphors and 

similes are extracted. This can lead to usage of word 

pairs which have not been used frequently by lyricists. 

This work would find use in automatic lyric or poem 

generation and computational creativity. In future, the 
co-occurrences extracted may be used for clustering of 

lyrics. Also, additional domain knowledge may be 

imparted to the present system so that the number of 

uninteresting co-occurrences can be reduced for faster 

extraction of valid co-occurrences [13]. 
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